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MIXED PROBLEM FOR SEMILINEAR HYPERBOLIC EQUATIOW OF SECOND 
ORDER WITH THE DIRICHLET BOUNDARY CONDITIO! 
Preliminary communication 
Alexander DOKTOR, Praha 
The following mixed problem is considered in the au~ 
hor a prepared paper [3] - Let 
+ first order 
be a linear operator of hyperbolic type, i.e. the condition 
***- V U?.«a*#f*'t>**5# zcri*?,**^, <r>o 
holds in the definition domain ^ s i l , x CO, T ) of L 
( H e R"v i s a bounded domain, 0 -c T -s oo ) and 
let Jh^ be real-valued functions. It i s required to find 
a function- .it € C ( 0 , T,- H* ) m 
s i O o C a > C 0 > T ^ W i % " 4 > C i l > > > ' * * 2 > 
satisfying the equation 
AMSf Primary: 35L20 Ref. S. 7.955.3 
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in A (u,' m J~£~ ) the in i t ia l conditions 
at 9 
(2) M,(Q) m M,0 , M>'(0) ** ^ 
in £L and the Dirichlet boundary condition in the aen-
ae 
(3) M, -p* CCQPT9k*)mCC0,TiR*)nCCQ,Ti%"\£L)) . 
By means of aueceaaive approximations one can prova a 
loeal existence theorem: 
"SMSSSJLA* Be M> 2: t m./2l + 1 an integer* 
dIL e C ( M > ' 4 , and let the coefficient* of L be of 
the class c'*"° C <J > . Be 
^ f f BW^(SL) f ju^ c ***"(&) , 
^ « c e o , T > H * " 2 ) n c c < M > c o , T , L £ C J I > ; , 
9. «...e.C.0,TjH*>, 4mCC0,TiH*) 
and let f C M , V - > W € c < W f ' x C**a ) , J)*^£ 
be local ly X -Holder continuous in the variables «,,,.•» 
*••> *.n,*t f o p som &*C0f4> - Assume further that 
the necessary compatibility conditions hold* 
Then there exists A c C 0 , T > such that our mi-
xed semi-linear problem (1) - (3) has on < 0, A > a uni-
que aolution M, € C ( 0 > A j H * ) 
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Then a question of a global solution i s considered 
using an aprlori estimate: 
Definition We say that an aprlori estimate for the se-
mi-linear mixed problem ( l ) - (3) holds, i f 
3C > OYt e ( 0 , T ) { ^ « C (0f i iK*) i s a solution 
of (1) - (3) —» 
- * T ^ W , ^ W * > *CAY*«<O,*> . 
tmO --
A global solution of the problem i s found by continu-
ation of the known local solution from Theorem A. 
Theorem B« Let the assumptions of Theorem A be sa t i s -
fied and, moreover, let an apriori estimate hold. 
Then there exists a unique solution AJL C CCOf Tj H*) 
of the mixed problem (1) - (3) on the whole interval 
< 0 , T> . 
Remark: If our non-linear term does not depend on de-
rivatives of u, , then Theorems A,B hold for M, m [m,/2l+ \f 
too. 
In the last paragraph of the mentioned paper some suf-
ficient conditions for the existence of apriori estimate are 
given, mainly* 
Theorem C. Let f be bounded in ft x C*4"* toge-
ther with a l l derivatives up to the order C m- / 2 1 -h \ . 
Then the apriori estimate holds. 
Theorem Dm Be a- ** 0 and let the assumptions of Theo-
rem A be sat isf ied. Let for ^ c t ( 0 , t 5 H
2 ) , t c C 0, T > , 
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hw m i(xf b,AJL (Xf* )) , U, (0) m M>0 , 4*/(0 ) m ^ . 
Let us suppose that there exists a real-valued function 
F(x,t1 z) defined on 3f x C such that 
aF/acXe*)»Ref, QT/Bdm, z) - Im f , T & CF f (CF & 0), 
and either - d?/dt & C'F(CF~F) or I d F / 3 t I .^ 
* c ; ci * i * i a ) , c'F 2 o . 
Then there exists a constant Ĉ  > 0 such that 
(4) I ^ C * ) ! ^ ) ^ * I*/C*>I^ C A > -i C1 V* c < 0 , t > 
and consequently apriori estimate in case /rt m 4 holds* 
Theorem B. Let the assumptions of Theorem A be sa t i s­
fied and l e t u. * C (Q,t}Hx) , t e (0, X > , be amen 
a solution of (1) - O) that U) holds. Let the function 
f C x , t , %) further satisfy 
\ df \ ^+ * ? A *. \ i-*•* 
^t 
( «* C f C l + l * l
A " м ) 
l4^-| *' c, c* + i»r ) 
where a- « 2 //it - 2 for /a > 2 , 0 *£ a* «= a> for 
m, m\ 1 9 Cf 2K 0 ' 
Then there exists a constant C- :> 0 such that 
Jkt*uam0<*)lwa>csl, * Ca K* e <0, t > 
and consequently apriori estimate holds for m, m 2 f mm $ # 
Finally It i s shown in examples that the results of J* 
Sather from [1]>£2] are included as a particular case. 
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